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Intergenerational Conflict at US Airlines: An Unresolved Oedipal Complex?
By Amy L Fraher

ABSTRACT

Purpose – The purpose of this study is to investigate how, if at all, organizational dynamics changed at US airlines after an industry wide modification to mandatory retirement age regulations in 2007. Findings challenge assumptions that society, organizations, and employees will all unequivocally benefit from abolishing mandatory retirement by investigating the impact of age related policy changes on US airline pilots.

Design/methodology/approach: Forty-three semi-structured interviews were conducted with captains and copilots from US airlines between September 2010 and July 2011. From this data set, two informant subgroups emerged: 1) senior captains averaging 59 years of age; and 2) junior pilots averaging 43.5 years of age.

Findings: Findings revealed that both senior and junior pilots reported retirement age policy changes created an antagonistic environment, pitting employees against each other in competition over scarce resources.

Implications: Considerable research has been conducted identifying the policy and practice changes that employers need to adopt to retain older workers. However, few studies consider the psychological impact of these age-related workplace changes on employees or the organizational psychodynamics they might trigger.

Originality/value: This article makes two main contributions. First, through use of the psychoanalytic construct of the Oedipus complex, the paper sheds light on some of the psychodynamic consequences of age related policy changes. Second, it challenges assumptions about workforce aging and the underlying causes of intergenerational conflict, highlighting ways that policy changes intended to eradicate discrimination against older workers can result in age discrimination against younger employees.

Limitations: Article findings are based on empirical materials collected during an eleven month snapshot-in-time between September 2010 and July 2011 and interview data is based on a small subgroup of US airline pilots who self-selected to participate in the study. Therefore, findings are not unbiased and may not be generalizable across all airlines’ pilot workgroups.

KEYWORDS: intergenerational conflict, mandatory retirement, Oedipal complex, psychoanalysis, airline pilots
INTRODUCTION
Workforce aging, projected labor shortages, and the need to retain older employees are major themes in managerial research (Posthuma and Campion, 2009; Buyens et al., 2009). Over the last ten years or so, academics studied managers’ stereotypes about older workers (Taylor et al., 2010; van Dalen et al., 2010; Rupp et al., 2006) and government agencies identified policy changes required to keep older employees working (OECD, 2006; UN 2007). In addition, several organizations lobbied to abolish mandatory retirement regulations altogether, prompting The Economist (February 18, 2006) to propose: “If people want to work longer, and companies are willing to employ them, then what’s the problem?” Underlying assumptions embedded within this dialogue is that society, organizations, and employees will all unequivocally benefit from abolishing mandatory retirement rules and retaining older workers. Yet, few studies empirically test these assumptions by investigating the impact of age related policy changes on employees—young or old—or the intergenerational conflicts these changes might trigger within the workplace. Thus, the research question investigated here is how, if at all, organizational dynamics changed after an industry wide modification to mandatory retirement age regulations?

BACKGROUND
In 2007, the Fair Treatment of Experienced Pilots Act was unanimously passed by the US Congress allowing airline pilots to continue to fly until age 65. The Act modified what had been colloquially termed the ‘Age-60 Rule’ which had been in effect for nearly fifty years requiring pilots to retire at 60. For many junior US pilots, the impact of the 2007 retirement age change was the last in a long series of socioeconomic blows—the
proverbial ‘last straw’—which began on September 11th 2001 (9/11), gained momentum through the 2008 financial crisis and *Great Recession* that followed, and included traumatic experiences such as airline bankruptcy, company restructuring, and unemployment (Fraher, 2012). In the decade following 9/11, almost 200,000 airline employees lost their jobs, including over 14,000 pilots at the seven major US carriers, a 29% reduction in force (Bureau of Transportation Statistics, 2011). Although some employees took early retirement or left on their own accord, most of the reductions involved junior workers who were *furloughed*, or laid-off, with the right to return to work when, and if, their airline needs them again. Almost 1,500 junior pilots were furloughed twice between 2001 and 2009, many waiting several years to be recalled to work (Fraher, 2014). Additionally during this industry downsizing, hundreds of airline captains were demoted back to the copilot seat and most airlines defaulted on their corporate pension plans thereby providing a fraction of the original payout for retiring senior pilots.

This study examines how this seemingly innocuous 2007 policy change became an inciting incident in the US airline industry, pitting senior and junior pilots against each other in an intergenerational conflict over scarce resources during an intense period of industry restructuring. Using the psychoanalytic construct of the Oedipus complex, this article brings together empirical research and psychoanalytic theory to broaden our understanding of the impact of age related policy changes by surfacing issues which might have otherwise remained invisible thereby making two theoretical contributions. First, the paper challenges assumptions about workforce aging and underlying causes of intergenerational conflict, highlighting ways that policy changes intended to eradicate discrimination against older workers can result in age discrimination against younger
employees, particularly during times of scarce resources. Second, the article answers the call to deepen our examination of the emotional implications of downsizing, in particular, the challenges of managing ‘survivors’ (Doherty et al., 1996; Guo and Giacobbe-Miller, 2012; Sadri, 1996).

LITERATURE

Oedipal Complex

The theoretical underpinnings of the oedipal framework applied in this paper are based on two concepts: Sigmund Freud’s interpretation of the mythological story of Oedipus and Howard Schwartz’s (1990; Schwartz, 2002) theory of the ‘organization ideal’. Oedipus was the son of King Laius and Queen Jocasta and fulfilled a prophecy that he would kill his father, marry his mother, and inflict disaster on his Greek kingdom Thebes. From this myth Freud (1957; Freud, 1963) theorized about the Oedipus complex, arguing that it was a normal phase of early childhood development in which a boy unconsciously desires his mother while simultaneously wishing to eliminate his father for competing with him for her attention. Although Freud noted these feelings in both genders, this analysis will focus on the male psychodynamics here since US airline pilots are predominantly men.

The boy’s eventual identification with the father, and recognition that he too might be worthy of attracting someone like mother and her love, is a developmental achievement and a sign of the successful resolution of the Oedipus complex. The boy copes with his aggression by turning the feelings inward, thereby developing maturity and self-control, and learns how to fulfill adult obligations of family, work, and society (Schwartz, 2002; Schwartz, 1990; Schwartz and Hirschhorn, 2009). If the boy’s Oedipus
complex is unresolved, the father’s presence continues to be experienced as an intrusion, and the boy grows up with an expectation that the world will revolved around his needs. In this case, Melanie Klein’s (1975) concept of splitting is useful because what seems to the child to be prohibiting the realization of his ‘fantasy’ to live within the loving embrace of mother’s ‘goodness’ is father’s ‘badness’.

**Phantasy**

Freud applied the term fantasy, or phantasy, rather loosely to a variety of wish-fulfilling activities rooted in internal impulses (Bott Spillius, 2001; Desmond, 2013). However, Klein narrowed the focus, calling phantasy the unconscious link between an individual’s intra-psychic world and the surrounding environment (Rose, 2007; Guinchard, 1998). Susan Isaacs (1952) further emphasized that phantasies are a common part of human existence based on normal unconscious mental processes. If problems arise, Isaac noted, it is not from individuals’ phantasies, per se, but from the way in which phantasies become enacted and related to external reality, such as the intergenerational conflict discussed in this airline industry study.

In the unresolved Oedipus complex scenario the father comes to be seen, not as the figure who guarantees a safe space within which mother’s adoration for the child can blossom, but rather as a selfish invader who takes mother’s affection away. The boy’s phantasy is that union with mother is all that is needed to achieve happiness and is, in fact, something to which he feels entitled. As such, expelling father, rather than aspiring to be like him, would return the child to his phantasized perfect ‘good’ world. In Freudian (1955) terms, this representation of the ‘good’ world is called the ‘ego ideal’, the child’s phantasy of the perfect, loving way things should be. Yet, this blissful state
can never be achieved, making pursuit of the ego ideal fraught with anxiety and disappointment.

**Ego Ideal**

Applied to organizations, Schwartz (1990: 18) renamed the ego ideal the “organization ideal”, observing that although organizational life is similarly fraught with frustration, for many committed employees their “ego ideal is the organization”: Their life revolves around a phantasy of the perfect job in a loving organization. Numerous studies have documented ways employers exploit these unconscious desires, often using discursive strategies that promote their organization as a caring, supportive familial community (Driver, 2002; Casey, 1999; Gabriel, 1999; Fleming and Spicer, 2003; Kunda, 1992; Ogbonna and Wilkinson, 1990; Sturdy, 1998).

An important point to emphasize is that when applying the concept of the ego ideal to organizations I am not referring to the actual organization, but rather to employees’ *idea of the organization*. That is, what the organization is phantasized to be, and would be, if the ‘bad’ aspects of the world were eliminated. Viewed from this perspective, senior and junior pilots and their airlines are not literally taking up familial roles in an oedipal dynamic but rather are symbolically representing attitudes and behaviors in the oedipal triad. Thus in the imagined ‘good’ world of commercial aviation before the regulatory age change in 2007, the airline environment came to represent an opportunity for extension of the organization ideal; a phantasized blissful environment. Within this organization ideal, senior captains were perceived to use their authority in a protective fatherly role, the airline itself offered the attentive dedication and nurturing support analogous to a motherly role, and junior pilots’ identified with captains, aspiring to be like them, providing evidence of the successful resolution of the Oedipus complex.
This is a phantasy, of course. Organizations are not perfect and the organization ideal can never be fully achieved, making this quest replete with anxiety, frustration, and disappointment. After airline industry regulations changed commercial pilots’ mandatory retirement age, these phantasy-fueled emotions found an outlet within the dynamics of the pilot workgroup itself.

**Value of Psychoanalysis**

The potential for psychoanalysis to explore emotional conflicts such as these, opening a valuable window into the world of organizations by offering fresh insights with extensive explanatory powers and ample practical implications, has been well documented (Gabriel and Carr, 2002; Fotaki et al., 2012; Gabriel, 1998; Carr, 2002; Paul et al., 2002). By accessing organizational anxieties and revealing unconscious social dynamics, a psychoanalytic lens can shed light into some of the darkest corners of workplace life, exposing employees’ competing phantasies (Long, 2008; Fraher, 2004; Fraher, 2016; de Swarte, 1998). For example, psychodynamic studies include Barings Bank (Brown, 2005), Lehman Brothers (Stein, 2013), Long Term Capital Management (Long, 2008), NASA (Schwartz, 1987; Feldman, 2004), and the NHS (Fraher, 2011). Freud’s Oedipus complex has thus far not found a place in managerial studies of intergenerational conflict or aviation studies, yet it has been found elsewhere. Stein (2007a) observed that an oedipal mindset developed within the Enron corporate culture, fostering a contempt for authority that led to the company’s demise. Similarly, Schwartz and Hirschhorn (2009) analyzed Jayson Blair’s plagiarism scandal at the *New York Times* and identified oedipal and anti-oedipal organizational dynamics as the underlying
cause. These studies provide ample support of the value of adopting an oedipal framework as a way to illuminate the complex intergenerational dynamics studied here.

**Intergenerational Conflict at Work**

There is a long history of sociological research examining the difference between age cohorts from a generational perspective (Mannheim, 1928). Most of these studies hypothesize that sharing the same birth years and formative experiences can create common generational character traits within age-groups and tensions between them. For example, ‘the ‘Silent Generation’ (born 1925-1945) purportedly prefer hierarchy and rules; ‘Baby Boomers’ (1946-1964) are idealistic and driven; ‘Generation X-ers’ (1965-1980) are pragmatic and entrepreneurial; and ‘Millenials’ (1981-2000) are social and techno-savvy (Dries et al., 2008).

Several recent studies warn that age diversity can pose HRM problems and contend that organizations that fail to proactively address potential issues may invite intergenerational conflict (Dencker et al., 2007; Lancaster and Stillman, 2002; Hertel et al., 2013). Yet, in contrast, other studies claim that concerns about managing a widening generation gap have been exaggerated and evidence of intergenerational conflict may be more myth than reality (Giancola, 2006; Wong et al., 2008). For instance, the generational approach erroneously assumes that all individuals regardless of gender, ethnicity, sexual orientation, or socioeconomic status, experienced the same early life events in the same formative way and struggles to account for generational outliers such as Baby Boomers who like social media or Millenials who do not. Finally, there is ample evidence that even if age cohorts have identifiable characteristics, these differences are unlikely to fuel workplace intergenerational conflict without provocation.
In sum, sociological research examining age cohorts from a generational perspective lacks the nuance today’s complex workplaces require to explain employee attitudes and behaviors and overshadows the impact of macro-level influences such as the mandatory retirement regulations investigated in this study. Therefore, there is a need to identify new ways to evaluate the impact of age related policy changes on organizational dynamics and the intergenerational conflicts these changes might trigger.

METHODS
Field material was collected over eleven months between September 2010 and July 2011 as part of a larger study of aviation safety in the post-9/11 period. Forty-three semi-structured interviews were conducted with US captains and copilots with a wide variety of experience at several different airlines. A high percentage had experience flying for one of America's largest airlines before industry wide restructuring and employee layoffs occurred after 9/11. Informants ranged in age from 32 to 63 years old, were predominately male (96%) and averaged 23 years of total aviation experience with 13.5 years flying at major commercial air carriers and an average of 10,271 flight hours. In sum, they were all established professionals with significant aviation experience and years invested in their airline career.

Overtime, a subgroup of twenty six pilots (60%) emerged who spontaneously commented on the 2007 policy change and/or referenced intergenerational dynamics during their interview. Of this group, seven (27%) were captains and nineteen (73%) were copilots before 9/11 however, at the time of the interview in 2010-11, three captains had been demoted to co-pilot, and all nineteen copilots were laid-off: seven left
their airline for another flying job, three left the airline industry entirely for a non-flying job, and nine were unemployed awaiting recall to work at their airline.

Insert Table 1: Airline Pilot Participants

From this data set, two informant subgroups emerged: 1) senior captains averaging 59 years of age and 2) junior pilots averaging 43.5 years of age. Junior pilots had either experienced demotion from captain to copilot or at least one airline lay-off in the post-9/11 period. In the following discussion, these pilots are identified as either a ‘senior pilot’ or ‘junior pilot’ and referred to by their pseudonym (See Table 1).

Data Analysis—A Grounded Theory Method

Interviews were mainly non-directive, and ranged from 41 minutes to two hours and three minutes. As a former commercial airline pilot myself, I was able to engage with pilots as a peer, eliciting responses of an honesty and depth that might have been difficult for another researcher. As a result, informants were particularly forthcoming and detailed in their responses. Although an interview guide was used (See appendix), respondents co-determined the direction and flow of the conversation. Pilot interviews were initially intended to contribute to a book investigating airline safety, therefore questions predominantly focused on operational issues. The nature and extent of the oedipal conflict only emerged over time, and quite spontaneously, as informants volunteered other information outside the scope of the initial questioning. These responses typically emerged in reply to questions about informants' “confidence in industry decision makers” such as airline managers, union leaders, and government
regulators as well as the question “What are the biggest challenges facing the future of commercial aviation—what worries you most?”

Following Stewart and Lucio’s (2011: , p. 328) suggestion, I sought “active and conscious worker voices” and analyzed their narratives in order to “highlight patterns of collective expressions of what work does to people, their various struggles to make sense of this together with their practical struggles against it”. I began to see what Gioia et al. (2012: 16) described as emerging “social construction processes” which required me to “focus more on the means by which organization members go about constructing and understanding their experience and less on the number and frequency of measurable occurrences.” Through this lens the Oedipus complex first became salient. To ensure qualitative rigor, I adopted Gioia et al’s (2012: 18) data structure process which demonstrates the dynamic relations among first order concepts using informant-centric terms and second order codes using researcher-centric concepts, themes, and dimensions. Through this process an inductive model emerged that captured informants’ experiences in theoretical terms leading to adoption of the Oedipal framework (See figure 1). The following section explores how anxiety about these changes, uncertainty about the future, and competition over scarce resources between these age cohorts manifested.

____________________________

Insert Figure 1 about here

____________________________
FINDINGS

I. The Organization Ideal Is Created

The image of the airline as a familial organization ideal in which senior pilots protected and guided juniors in a fatherly way while mother-airline provided a supportive, nurturing environment in a resolved Oedipus complex was fostered early in the development of the psyche of most commercial pilots. Almost all pilots interviewed related childhood aspirations to fly. For several pilots, both men and women, this included literally walking in their father’s footsteps, following him into the piloting profession. To accomplish this goal, like British paratroopers in Thornborrow and Brown’s (2009) study, most pilots aspired from a young age to join the ranks of a major airline. For example, Christopher emphasized “Being a [major airline] pilot is who I am; this is who I’ve always wanted to be”. These dreams were not limited to male pilots. Karen, who grew up in an aviation family, recalled she wanted to fly “from the time I was 5 years old”. The dream of not only working for a major airline but also becoming an airline captain held an almost mystical allure in pilots’ collective psyche, as Anthony demonstrated: “My dream was to…Captain at [my] airline”. Similarly, Charles recalled, “I thought that I was going to be set for life. Good retirement, good benefits, good opportunities to fly nice equipment [and make captain]. Everything just seemed like I’d ‘won the lottery’…I couldn’t have been more happy”.

When first hired, senior pilots and flight managers acculturated new pilots, creating a “society of normalization” (Foucault and Gordon, 1980: 107) sustained through company rituals, parties, stories, congratulatory speeches, slogans, metaphors, and jokes, all reinforcing an image of stability, success, and material rewards. Thorpe described his first day:
We walked into a dinner and a captain stood up and looked at me—looked at all of us actually. And said, ‘Welcome to the last uniform that you'll ever wear. Welcome to a great place to work for the rest of your life'. And I’ll never forget what that felt like…I said 'This is it!'…I was as excited as I have probably ever been in my life.

Similar to other workplace studies (Casey, 1999; Thornborrow and Brown, 2009), discursive strategies promised newly hired pilots that they had joined an elite group, in one sense a healthy, thriving family. When talking about how their airlines ‘manufactured’ them, pilots provided insights about how the work environment produced and amplified the idealized identities to which they aspired. Through this acculturation process, they found a sense of personal fulfillment, harmonious social interactions, job stability, and financial benefit, enhancing their sense of identity. The Oedipus complex seemed resolved.

II. The Split of Organization Ideals

After adoption of the 2007 retirement age-change policy, competing organization ideals emerged between senior and junior pilots creating an “ethos of survivalism” (Gabriel, 2012: 1143).

Senior Pilots
Airline bankruptcies, pension plan default, downsizing, layoffs, and the threat of merger left senior pilots more interested in their individual survival than protecting and mentoring junior pilots or partnering with mother-airline. Jasper, a senior captain, explained “nobody wanted [the age change]; nobody planned on it, or wanted to work after age 60”. However, after the airlines bankruptcy and pension plan default, Jasper noted, many senior pilots felt they had no choice but to continue flying:
I was counting on a halfway decent retirement and had [my airline] not gone through bankruptcy and gutted our retirement…I would have gotten $6,000 a month in retirement and now I’ll get $2,200—one a livable pension, the other not so much.

Forced by circumstances they felt were beyond their control, many senior pilots postponed retirement cognizant of the impact this decision had on junior pilots and organizational dynamics. “There’s a lot of resentment”, Jasper noted, “I see it around me. A lot of people are talking about the ‘over age 60 guys’ who are still flying”.

However, several captains explained the mandatory retirement age was “an arbitrary number”, “destined to change anyway”, and junior pilots would understand the “complexity” of the issue better when they reached retirement age themselves. Captain Nathan described his feelings about the regulatory change:

I went down to Congress several times to lobby as a proponent for the [age] change…I saw my father retire at age 60 mandatorily and he was still a great pilot. There was no reason for him to retire…I’m proud to say that I was a part of that [policy change].

**Junior Pilots**

While senior pilots such as Jasper and Nathan benefited from the regulatory age change, for junior pilots the policy was particularly problematic because it either slowed their career progression into the captain seat or prolonged their lay off ‘on the street’ and out of the cockpit. Junior pilots explained that the retirement of just one senior captain created over a dozen job opportunities for them. For example, when a 747 captain retires, that opening allows a 777 captain to move up to take his 747 seat, a 767 captain to move to the 777, a 737 captain to move to the 767, a 777 copilot to now bid 737 captain, and so on down the seniority list until a laid-off copilot is recalled to work.
Henry was a captain before post-9/11 downsizing landed him back in the copilot seat. Frustrated, he left the US and now flies as captain for an Asian airline. However, strong feelings remain about the age change:

The guys that are over 60 now—flying until 65—are guys that for their entire career had been able to take advantage of the people retiring at 60 for their job security and their advancement. And then all of a sudden there’s a 5 year delay for everybody else to advance.

This ‘five year delay’ combined with the years many laid-off pilots spent awaiting recall, put junior pilots behind in their career advancement. They felt captains were being selfish and directly blamed senior pilots for their lack of access to mother-airline. Tom voiced a common complaint, “I am positive I would not have been furloughed had people retired at the planned date”. Similarly, Greg emphasized, the retirement age change “was a bad decision [because]…It definitely pitted one group against another”.

As a result, competing narratives emerged. Senior captains flew past age 60 to supplement their pensions and ensure “some sort of dignified retirement”. Meanwhile, junior pilots felt captains were acting “greedy” and should have saved for their own retirement since “contract provisions come and go”. In a sense, this regulatory change pitted one group’s ego ideal against the other in an unwinnable conflict over limited resources—senior captains wanted the chance for a dignified retirement and junior pilots wanted job security and opportunities for advancement. However, what seems overlooked is how managerial decisions, socioeconomic circumstances, and regulatory policy changes created these conditions.

III. Resultant Toxic Environment

As a result of this intergenerational discord, different age cohorts of pilots perceived each other to be contributing to what many respondents described as a ‘toxic’
environment (Maitlis and Ozcelik, 2004; Stein, 2007b; Mishra and Spreitzer, 1998). Using the lens of the oedipal construct, this resultant toxicity seems symbolic of the period of pestilence that came over the kingdom of Thebes after Oedipus killed his father and married his mother. For example, Henry recalled how the US airline industry “became a really unpleasant environment to be in” and Kevin noted that “It has become a ‘me-versus-you’ industry”. Similarly Tom recalled, when “the retirement age was raised to 65, it was just a perfect storm that created something—it was a really bad atmosphere.” And Greg observed “I’ve never worked in such a toxic environment”. Yet, Jason’s comments were perhaps most revealing about junior pilots’ feelings: “It was almost a relief to find out I was getting furloughed because then I wouldn’t have to deal with that poisonous atmosphere anymore”.

In addition to the loss of their dream job and the challenge of surviving in a toxic environment, junior pilots blamed senior pilots for selling them out or ‘eating their young’, as Tom described:

I don’t have faith in anybody. Nobody’s looking out for my interests…It is all about collective greed and selfishness…The one word I would use is cannibalistic—those in charge really want to hold on to what they have, so they can get what they can for themselves and their contemporaries, at the expense of the junior members.

Yet, senior pilots like Captain Ralph emphasized the complexity of the socioeconomic issues with which older workers were forced to grapple:

This industry has gone through a crisis and there are many, many people out there who have spent a lifetime working here. They suddenly found themselves at the end of a career without the resources that they had spent 30 years building. And from that standpoint to allow those folks more time to repair the boat, certainly you have to go along with that.
As a result, it seems that senior pilots prioritized the need to repair their boat to make a getaway from Thebes-like discord. Meanwhile, junior pilots felt adrift in a toxic ‘me-versus-you’ environment that had abandoned all sense of the healthy familial community they once experienced. An environment many felt relieved to be rid of.

**DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION**

This study examined how organizational psychodynamics changed within the US aviation industry after government regulations modified commercial airline pilots’ mandatory retirement age from 60 to 65 years old. Findings support that both senior captains and junior copilots reported retirement age changes created an antagonistic environment, pitting employees against each other in competition over scarce airline resources made particularly acute by the intense post-9/11 industry restructuring period.

Analysis revealed several common features in pilots’ collective narrative about their aviation careers. Before the age related policy change in 2007, pilots believed that they had achieved a dream through employment at their airline and they were ‘set for life’ in terms of their financial future, professional stability, career advancement, and job security. They unanimously reported expecting to make captain, enjoy a good quality of life, and collect a reasonable retirement. Thus the ‘good’ world of the airline pilot included an organization ideal in which senior pilots took up a fatherly role protecting and mentoring junior pilots, mother-airline offered support and opportunity for growth, and junior pilots aspired to be like senior pilots, one day making captain too.

After the regulatory age change, the anticipated advancement opportunities, material rewards, job security and reasonable retirement that pilots—both junior and senior—expected proved unrealistic. As a result of the loss of this organizational ideal
and an increase in anxiety which this realization generated, a split emerged between senior and junior pilots’ as they struggled to cope with their particular vulnerabilities. For senior pilots, this struggle included uncomfortable feelings about impending retirement causing them to prioritize their individual desires and fiscal needs. It was as if captains wanted to claim fatherly privileges without the accompanying familial obligations. Meanwhile, junior pilots struggled to cope with their own vulnerabilities, in part, a result of the changing psychodynamics of this oedipal triad. In their new image of a ‘good’ world, junior pilots, who felt abandoned and betrayed, refused oedipal subordination to father-captains and instead wanted to expel senior pilots as a threat to job security and an obstacle to career advancement. In this phantasy, father-captain is not required because the son-copilot could ably service all mother-airlines’ needs; an oedipal relationship to which junior pilots felt entitled.

Although junior pilots’ collective narratives revealed that most had aspired to become captains from a very young age, what changed in their organization ideal was how they envisioned achieving this aspiration. Before the age change policy, junior pilots accepted oedipal subordination, envisioning they would become captains through mentoring by senior pilots and advancement up the airlines’ hierarchy. In their revised organization ideal, junior pilots now felt that they must eliminate father-captain who stands in the way of their aspirations in order to ‘become’ him—not become ‘like’ him—taking his place with mother-airline. By rejecting the father who rejected them, junior pilots’ phantasized, they could reunite with mother-airline feeling valued, supported, and important, just like when they were first hired.
Bridging the gap between theory and practice, this study provides several insights. First, most organizational studies of aging hypothesize that there is a ubiquitous preference for youth. Yet, this discourse is often based on assumptions about age stereotypes that may be more myth than reality. Second, findings of this study reveal that it was younger lower paid employees, not older higher paid workers, who became the victims of workplace ageism. Until ageism is perceived like sexual harassment or racial discrimination—that is, potentially impacting all workers—intergenerational conflicts such as those reported here will continue to emerge, particularly in restructuring industries where opportunities are limited.

Third, without a more nuanced approach to examining intergenerational dynamics, such as the psychoanalytic construct applied here, the roots of workplace conflicts may not be surfaced. Through application of the Oedipus complex in this study, it becomes apparent that the reported intergenerational conflict was not a matter of fate, as Sophocles infers in *Oedipus Rex*. But rather, workplace conflicts resulted from a confluence of factors that could have been managed with greater sensitivity. For instance the date the regulatory change took effect, which extended senior employees tenure by five years while thousands of junior employees were out of work, could have been phased in with more awareness of the potential repercussions.

In sum, this study demonstrates that as the generational divide widens in our aging workforce there is a need for scholars to identify new, more nuanced ways to evaluate the impact of macro-level influences on organizational dynamics, such as mandatory retirement policies, and analyze the intergenerational conflicts these changes might trigger. If more attention had been paid to the managerial process by
which the age change policy was implemented, what appears to be an unavoidable and even fatalistic intergenerational conflict between age groups might not have emerged in this manner at all.
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